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Sarms Rx

CardaRx GW-50156

CardaRx is more of a PPAR delta agonist rather than a SARM. Studies implicate that it greatly boosts endurance and 
stamina in mammals.

What You Can Expect From TestRx: CardaRx is great for cutting as it gives you the extra endurance and 
stamina you need during your workout, even while on a caloric deficit. You can expect to lose up to 4-6% 
of your total body fat while on a cycle with CardaRx, provided you keep your diet and exercise routines in 
check.

TestRx Usage: CardaRx can be used by beginners and professionals alike. It doesn’t cause any type of 
suppression in the body so there’s nothing much to screw up for newbies.

TestRx Dosage and Cycle: The perfect dosage would be 20mg a day. You should, however, start with 
10mg a day on your first week to see how your body reacts to the compound and after that, take the full 
dosage for the next seven weeks. Adding things up, you realize that CardaRx should be taken for eight 
weeks straight. Take a break of at least a month after usage, to let your body recuperate.

Does TestRx Require PCT?:  CardaRx doesn’t require PCT as it doesn’t act on testosterone. Your body 
will rejuvenate on its own, you just have to keep training and keep eating right and the gains from your 
CardaRx cycle will be there to stay.

Stacking TestRx: If your goal is to cut fat, you’re best off stacking it with Ostarine. Both will enhance the 
effect of each other and will turn you into a fat-burning machine. There’s also the triple stack of CardaRx, 
Ostarine, and Andarine which will completely blow your mind, in a positive way. You can expect lean muscle 
gains while losing fat at the same time.
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